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Presentation GMO laboratory coats for autoclaving on Monday
The laboratory coats from the GMO-labs (ML-I, ML-II) need to be autoclaved before they are washed.
Please present the GMO laboratory coats in a closed autoclave bag on Monday since the laboratory
coats will be collected for washing on Tuesday.
Parking UNS40, Terrace Uns40 and Uns30
The staircase of the parking lot UNS40 will be replaced by a more ‘shoe friendly’ type.
This will be done May 30.
The terrace is in construction to make it a safer place.
Catering concepts of UM are altered. Uns30 will be transformed into a ‘Bakery’: a concept of coffee
and sandwiches in more relaxed surroundings. Realization will be this summer. After realization of
the Bakery, DE Coffee Corner will close down.
GROS
Recently, the UM chemical documentation system GROS, has been updated. GROS is now SQL based
and is available for every UM-user:

http://um-app3088.unimaas.nl:8080/gros/wrd/run/wstof*toon
Asbestos
An inventory has shown that there are stoves in UM laboratories which contain asbestos. The
number of stoves is 11, they are mostly over 25 years old. These stoves must be removed as a
precautionary measure. IDEE will contact the owners for the appropriate removal.
Deb1
This summer the carpeting in the offices in Deb1 will be replaced. This will affect the ground floor as
well as the first and second floor. A planning of the renovation will be communicated in June.
Theft
Recently several cases of theft of wallets and phones out of offices have been reported. Please be
aware of strangers; put your valuable belongings in closed cupboards or drawers and close the door
of the room. Professional personal of technical or construction firms always wear recognizable firm
clothing.
In case of theft, please report to CRISP or the Safety and Security officer UM Mr. P. van Eekeren.
Cleaning
Due to lack of progress in negotiations between employers and labor unions a strike is going on. This
affects some parts of Uns50. Supplies are organized for self-maintenance.
Cleaning services
Starting June the company EW Facility will take over the cleaning of UM buildings. Most personnel
will stay the same; the way of operation will alter. The representation of cleaning personnel will also
change. We expect an improvement of the quality of services and results.
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